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Sybil Attacks on Identity-Augmented Proof-of-Stake⋆

Moritz Platt∗, Peter McBurney
King’s College London, Department of Informatics, Bush House, 30 Aldwych, London, WC2B 4BG, UK

Abstract

IdAPoS is an identity-based consensus protocol for decentralised Blockchain networks
that implements a trustless reputation system by extending Proof-of-Stake to facilit-
ate leader selection in non-economic contexts. Like any protocol operating in a pub-
lic/permissionless setting, it is vulnerable to Sybil attacks in which byzantine actors
interfere with peer sampling by presenting artificially large numbers of identities. This
paper demonstrates what influence these attacks have on the stability of member selec-
tion of a Blockchain system using the IdAPoS protocol and investigates how attacks
can be mitigated. As a novel protocol, its vulnerability to this type of attack has not
previously been researched. The research question is approached via an agent-based
model of an IdAPoS system in which both honest and malicious actors are represented
as agents. Simulations are run on some reasonable configurations of an IdAPoS system
that employ different attack mitigation strategies. The results show that a super strategy
that combines multiple individual mitigation strategies is more effective for containing
Sybil attacks than the unmitigated protocol and any other individual strategies proposed.
In the simulation this strategy extended the time until a system was taken over by a
malicious entity approximately by a factor of 5. These positive initial results indicate
that further research into the practical viability of the protocol is warranted.

Keywords: Blockchain, Consensus, Proof-of-Stake, Sybil Attack, Leader Selection,
Self-Governance
2010 MSC: 68M14, 68U20, 68W15

1. Introduction

Distributed Ledger Technology systems, including Blockchains which constitute
a specialisation of those, can be considered decentralised record-keeping systems. In
any such system, the selection of trustworthy verifiers that adhere to the protocol by
verifying and replicating data without interference is crucial. Blockchain technology,
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introduced by the cryptocurrency ‘Bitcoin’ [1] and further popularised by the application
platform ‘Ethereum’ [2], brought with it a variation of the centrally governed systems
previously studied in distributed computing. Both of these decisive technologies, along
with many contenders, take inspiration from anti-authoritarian concepts [3] interlinked
with the ‘Cypherpunk’ movement and its objective to enable anonymous economic
transactions [4], thereby emphasizing decentralisation and the absence of supervision.
In a trustless decentralised environment, devoid of hierarchies, the selection of actors
to replicate and evolve records is, however, not trivial and comes with risks. Where
multiple replicating actors exist, they must form a consensus as to which of the proposed
records are valid and thereby permissible. This requires validators to access the pro-
posed records, which depending on privacy requirements, can occur in the clear or in
confidential form [5]. In this context, one of the predominant risks is that of malicious
actors gaining disproportionate influence over a decentralised system by inflating their
perceived legitimacy, through ‘Sybil’ attacks [6] in which they pretend to represent
artificially large numbers of identities. Once an attacker controls a significant portion
of identities, without an appropriate consensus protocol, they can disrupt a trustless
system and ultimately render it useless. To counteract such attacks, decentralised sys-
tems research has produced various consensus protocols that, among other aims, have
the objective of limiting the impact a single entity can make. Common protocols such
as Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake use scarce resources, such as computing power
or cryptocurrency holdings, to approximate legitimacy. While they are not free from
criticism (cf. section 2), it can be acknowledged that they form the foundation of the
most significant public Blockchains in the market today and have been providing stable
environments for those for years. Arguably, the absence of disastrous security events and
their high availability [7] is an indication for their effectiveness. This is predominantly a
testament to their incentive compatibility in economic contexts, as those who invest or
stake resources in the operation of a system are incentivised to comply with the system’s
rules.

Such consensus protocols are, however, ineffective in non-economic contexts, i.e.
in those in which no means of payment or provisions to store value exist. To address
this shortcoming, the idea of IdAPoS, an identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake protocol to
‘implement the democratic ideal of “One Person/One Vote” in membership selection’,
has been proposed in earlier work [8] and was subsequently formalised [9]. Rather
than employing wealth as a determinant in membership selection, IdAPoS introduces
the concept of democratically elected authorities that supply voting tokens to achieve
Proof-of-Stake-like consensus in non-economic contexts. Another aspect of IdAPoS is
to enable participants to emit reputational signals that control the value voting tokens
have on the network, thereby implementing self-governance. This approach targets the
problem of integrating disconnected groups of participants and presents an alternative
to cross-chain transactions by making the set of validators subject to majority voting.

Increased interest in cross-chain communication shows that there is a need for
connecting disjoint user groups that have formed constituencies on different Blockchains.
We argue that cross-chain protocols do not constitute the only viable technology to
achieve this. Identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake provides an alternative to cross-chain
protocols by combining multiple constituencies within a single Blockchain through
democratic principles. A likely challenge to the viability of such a system is their
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vulnerability to Sybil attacks. To test the hypothesis that effective mitigation strategies to
these attacks exist, we performed agent-based simulations of such attacks and investigated
the time it took for attackers to overwhelm an identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake system.

2. Related Work

The absence of established standards for Blockchains makes a systematic treatment
of their properties difficult and, consequently, no canonical taxonomy of Blockchain
consensus protocols exists today [10]. Nonetheless, surveys have been undertaken to
categorise protocols. Emerging categories are verifier selection approach, block addition
protocol and transaction confirmation method [11]. Considering highly capitalised
cryptocurrencies as archetypal applications, it is evident that Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-
Stake are the most prominent algorithms on public Blockchains. Both of these consensus
protocols follow the longest chain principle for transaction confirmation. From a broader
application perspective, additionally, Delegated Proof-of-Stake and Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance are relevant [12]. Private Blockchains often employ Proof-of-Authority
or comparable algorithms that rely on a selection of approved validators [13].

Blockchain and Democracy. The intersection of Blockchain and democracy was ex-
plored in works in several academic disciplines. Whether Blockchain constitutes a
suitable technology for the coordination of democratic processes has been discussed
controversially. While some works emphasise the potential of Blockchain technology to
reduce electoral fraud [14], others challenge its suitability in the context of public votes,
raising concerns around the vulnerability of the technology to serious failures and its
potential to be susceptible to yet unknown attacks [15]. Research findings that question
the suitability of Blockchain as a tool for critical systems do so by raising that existing
consensus protocols lack precautionary rules to mitigate centralisation of the underlying
resources, thereby posing unsuspected risks to system stability [16]. This emphasises
the need for more rigorous research into the matter.

As discussed in the introduction, it can be argued that Proof-of-Work cannot be
considered a democratic approach to distributed systems governance for its reliance
on the inherently unequally distributed resources needed to participate in it. This view
is supported by findings in critical theory that show that Proof-of-Work Blockchains,
exemplified by Bitcoin, lack the ethical justification necessary to be considered demo-
cratic [17]. Other work has shown that, while no existing consensus protocol guarantees
systems using it are inherently fair, delegated Proof-of-Stake and Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance can be considered more genuinely democratic than Proof-of-Work since
they ‘mitigate the political advantages conferred by material wealth’ [18]. Consensus
protocols constitute a decisive factor in whether a decentralised system can evolve demo-
cratically and Proof-of-Stake appears to be the most the most suitable foundational
technology for decentralised identity-based governance.

Proof-of-Work. The foundations of today’s consensus protocols were laid before the era
of Blockchain when mechanisms to control access to shared digital resources through
computing moderately hard functions were first proposed [19]. Later extensions of
these mechanisms, such as the hash collision based postage scheme ‘Hashcash’ [20]
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that was adopted by the cryptocurrency ‘Bitcoin’ [1], were introduced as fundamental
parts of the ‘mining’ process that constitutes a key aspect of Proof-of-Work consensus.
Proof-of-Work has been shown to allow for the implementation of both small-scale [21]
and large-scale [22] voting applications. These applications do, however, not allow
participation in consensus based on voter eligibility, and therefore have different goals
from identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake. Proof-of-Work, by design reliant on performing
computations that serve no purpose beyond establishing consensus, is heavily criticised
for its energy demands [12].

Proof-of-Stake. To reduce the dependency on energy consumption, and thereby achiev-
ing higher cost-efficiency, ‘PPCoin’ [23] was proposed. This cryptocurrency revisits
Proof-of-Stake, a concept discussed in the context of Bitcoin earlier [24]. In this design
a stochastic selection process considering the duration and amount of cryptocurrency
held determines who can gain the privilege of block generation on the network. This
makes affluent participants more influential in record evolvement than those with smaller
holdings. Since this influence leads to a higher likelihood of being rewarded, Proof-of-
Stake can suffer from a ‘rich getting richer’ effect correlated with the parameters of the
underlying incentive system [25]. Therefore, those parameters have to be scrutinised
carefully.

Non-Economic Protocols. While not used widely, numerous other consensus protocols
have been proposed in the context of Blockchain [26]. Notable protocols that are ap-
propriate for non-economic contexts include Proof-of-Personhood [27], a protocol that
requires participants on a network to mutually attest to their physical presence to prevent
Sybil attacks, and Proof-of-Witness Presence [28], similarly requiring participants to
provide proof of being physically present at a certain location, albeit automatically. A
non-economic protocol that does not rely on physical presence or spatial information is
Reputation-Based Consensus [29] in which randomly-selected judges reward cooperative
behaviour. Despite these efforts, there is a lack of protocols that allow multiple con-
stituencies, governed by independent identity authorities, to jointly run a decentralised
system.

Attacks on IdAPoS. Several attacks on identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake consensus, as
described in section 3.1, are conceivable (cf. figure 1). As it constitutes an augmentation
of a general longest chain Proof-of-Stake protocol, all attacks on such systems have to
be considered. This includes both long-range attacks [30, 31] that are orchestrated over
lengthy durations to exploit the wasteless nature of Proof-of-Stake, as well as short-range
attacks applicable to common longest chain Proof-of-Stake protocols [32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37]. A more detailed discussion of these attacks is out of scope within the context of this
paper since it focuses exclusively on Sybil attacks on identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake.
These attacks, known in the context of Proof-of-Work but absent in common Proof-of-
Stake protocol designs, are reintroduced by giving issuers on a network control over the
supply of voting tokens and are discussed in a dedicated section later (cf. section 3.2).

Cross-Chain Transactions. A fundamental question that arises when an environment in
which multiple constituencies exist is whether these constituencies should share a com-
mon technological foundation or whether they should run disparate systems with small,
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Attacks

Long range
Stake Bleeding Attacks [30]

Posterior Corruption Attacks [31]

Short range

Permanent

Grinding Attacks [32]

Bribe Attacks [33]

Majority Attacks [34]

Sybil Attacks [6]

Operational

Liveness Denial Attacks [35]

Nothing at Stake Attacks [36]

Resource Exhaustion Attacks [37]

Figure 1: Categorisation of attacks on identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake systems.

well-defined integration points. Regardless of approach, it should be considered crucial
for systems spanning multiple constituencies to make the reputation of participants
portable between constituencies [38]. While IdAPoS approaches the problem of multiple
constituencies by representing them on the same Blockchain, the alternative approach,
in which constituencies operate on disjoint but loosely connected Blockchains, has re-
ceived significant academic attention in the past. Connecting multiple Blockchains with
potentially different approaches to governance, different goals and different technology
is known as ‘chain interoperability’. Buterin [39] names three strategies to implement
chain interoperation: first, an explicit strategy in which dedicated participants agree to
carry out an operation on target chain B when an event occurs on the source chain A.
Second, a sidechain strategy in which a third system S is employed to process events
occurring on A to inform B. Third, a lock-based strategy, in which an operation on B
is only carried out if some form of cryptographic proof of an event on A is presented.
While strategies that rely on trust between participants can be implemented through
sophisticated protocols that do not require locking [40], lock-based strategies, commonly
implemented via ‘hash time locked contracts’ [41], are the only known mechanism to
connect two disjoint Blockchains without necessitating trust [42]. Even though recent
advances in cross-chain transactions make synchronous inter-blockchain function calls
more easily implementable [43], connecting two disjoint chains remains subject to strong
assumptions [42]. This is particularly prevalent as lock-based techniques pose the risk of
arbitrage in scenarios in which a participant can gain monetary advantage from aborting
a cross-chain protocol prematurely [44]. Identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake avoids
lock-based cross-chain communication by combining multiple constituencies on the
same Blockchain, allowing them to transact atomically.
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3. Problem

To motivate the problem of Sybil attacks on identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake, the
underlying principles have to be understood. Therefore, this section will summarise
IdAPoS briefly, showing the parallels to Proof-of-Stake.

+ + + -

Stake

Authorities

Participants

Issue Voting Tokens

Reputation

Nominal 
Value

Market 
Value

Emit Reputational Signals

Influence Market Value

Figure 2: The circular nature of IdAPoS [9]: Authorities issue voting tokens with a given nominal value (0..1]
to participants. In turn, these become eligible to express their trust towards authorities via reputational signals.
Authorities’ reputations influence the market value of voting tokens they have issued. Ultimately, the market
value is used as stake in the underlying Proof-of-Stake protocol.

3.1. The Identity-Augmented Proof-of-Stake Protocol
The identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake protocol evaluated here, andmore extensively

discussed in previous work [8, 9], aims to provide a quantifiable approximation of unique
identity on a Proof-of-Stake network. Signals forming this approximation are provided
by the participant’s in the network themselves. As such, its goals are similar to those of
reputation systems that ‘collect, distribute, and aggregate feedback about participants’
past behavior’[45] to allow an informed decision of who can be considered trustworthy
on an otherwise virtually anonymous network.

As shown in figure 2, IdAPoS considers two types of entities: Regular participants,
who can engage with the common functionality of a Proof-of-Stake Blockchain (i.e.
transact with others) and express their trust in authorities via reputational messages and
authorities, who can issue voting tokens to those participants they believe to represent
unique identities. Voting tokens replace cryptocurrency holdings as they are common
in Proof-of-Stake. They cannot be traded between participants but exclusively serve
as a marker of an authority’s trust. Voting tokens have a nominal value nv ∈ (0, 1]
that represents the trust the issuing authority has in the recipient of the voting tokens.
Reputational signals: endorsements r+ and discouragements r−, express a participant’s
trust or mistrust in an authority. These signals influence the trustworthiness ta ∈ [0, 1]
of an authority. This value in turn determines the market value mv ∈ [0, 1] of voting
tokens issued by an authority. The average of market values of voting tokens a participant
holds represents a numerical approximation of whether this participant represents a
unique identity. It is then used as a basis for Proof-of-Stake miner selection. The
identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake protocol thus roughly follows the following steps:

1. Discover new authorities based on endorsements
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2. Evaluate reputational signals to calculate trustworthiness of authorities using
nominal values

3. Calculate nominal voting token balances for participants
4. Calculate the market value of all participants’ holdings
5. Perform regular Proof-of-Stake protocol 1

Algorithm 1 describes the market value calculation that occurs in the mining phase
in more detail. It takes the inputs described in table 1.

Variable Description
B The ‘block’; a set of all mined transactions
H A map of maps containing the nominal holdings of voting tokens of a

participant (Participant → (Authority → Nominal voting tokens value))
as established in previous blocks

R A map of maps containing the trust scores expressed by participants
(Authority → (Participant → Nominal reputational value)) as established
in previous blocks

Table 1: Inputs and backing data structures for the identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake protocol

The algorithm returns a map containing the market values of tokens per holder
(Participant → Voting tokens market value) which forms the base for Proof-of-Stake
miner selection.

Issuing Voting tokens with Nominal Values. An identity authority can issue tokens of
value (0, 1] to any participant. An authority can issue at most one token per participant.
This value is called the nominal value. The average value of voting tokens issued to
a beneficiary approximates the trust the network has in them representing a single,
trustworthy identity. In most cases, identity authorities will issue a static number
of tokens (e.g. 1) to all participants they support, except in cases where they use
sophisticated assessment methods that allow them to quantify trust levels on a per-
participant basis.

Calculating Trustworthiness Scores. Identity authorities are assigned trustworthiness
scores. These scores are based on reputational signals emitted by participants towards the
authority in question. They are positive in the case of endorsements and negative in the
case of discouragements. They are calculated by summing the average nominal values of
voting tokens holdings of the participant issuing the reputational signal (with a negative
sign in case of discouragement). Should the sum be negative, the trustworthiness score
is 0. Should the sum be positive, an attenuation function f ∶ ℝ+ → [0, 1] is applied.

1The consensus protocol backed by the voting tokens issued, can be any generic Proof-of-Stake protocol.
The specifics of which are out of the scope of this paper as it is concerned with identity-augmentation only.
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Algorithm 1 The identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake protocol [9] determines the com-
pound market value of voting tokens per participant
Require: See table 1

for tx ∈ B do
if tx is IssuanceTransaction then

H{tx.recipient}{tx.sender}← tx.value
else if tx is Endorsement then

R{tx.recipient}{tx.sender} ← GETNOMINALHOLDINGS(tx.sender)
else if tx is Discouragement then

R{tx.recipient}{tx.sender} ← − GETNOMINALHOLDINGS(tx.sender)
end if

end for
V ← ∅
for p ∈ H.keys do

vt ← ∅
for a ∈ H{p}.keys do

tr← GETTRUSTWORTHINESS(a)
vt ← vt ∪H{p}{a} ⋅ tr

end for
V {p}← vt ⊳ x denotes the mean of values in x

end for
return V
procedure GETNOMINALHOLDINGS(p)

nℎ← ∅
for ℎ ∈ H{p}.keys do

nℎ← vt ∪H{p}{ℎ}
end for
return nℎ ⊳ x denotes the mean of values in x

end procedure
procedure GETTRUSTWORTHINESS(a)

tr← 0
for r ∈ R{a}.keys do

tr← tr + R{a}{r}
end for
if tr < 0 then

return 0
else

return ATTENUATE(tr) ⊳ An attenuation function, e.g. 2
1+e−0.01tr − 1

end if
end procedure
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Calculating Compound Market Values. In order to calculate the compound market
value of voting tokens a participant holds, first the nominal values of all tokens issued
to them have to be obtained. Subsequently, these nominal values are multiplied by the
trustworthiness score of the issuing authority. The compound value is the mean of these
values.

Proof-of-Stake Miner Selection. The voting tokens value applicable to Proof-of-Stake
miner selection is the compound market value of the token which is based on the overall
reputation of the issuing authorities. As nominal values are irrelevant for miner selection,
the reputation of an authority has a direct effect on which participants are influential in
the system, thereby tying their influence directly to the reputation of the authority they
are affiliated with.

3.2. Sybil Attacks on Identity-Augmented Proof-of-Stake
While Proof-of-Stake brought with it a variety of previously unknown attacks (cf.

section 2), Sybil attacks are not an attack vector commonly considered applicable to
them. Commonly, the total wealth of cryptocurrency available within a Proof-of-Stake
network is subject to a systemic limit. This limit can be static or increase continuously
through inflation incurred by mining rewards [46]. Since validator selection is contingent
on the share of wealth a participant holds, the wealth limit acts as an inbuilt mechan-
ism to prevent Sybil attacks. In an identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake system, where
issuers can bring new tokens into circulation at will, such an upper bound is, however,
not conceivable. Smaller authorities might only issue voting tokens infrequently to
small numbers of participants while larger ones might issue them in high frequency.
A reasonable default could be to introduce no upper bound at all, allowing authorities
to issue arbitrary amounts of voting tokens to the participants they trust. This would
allow for the explosive growth of wealth, potentially leading to a concentration of it
originating from a single authority. While this is unproblematic in a scenario where
all authorities are trustworthy, it introduces the risk of Sybil attacks: Malicious author-
ities can issue large numbers of voting tokens to accomplice accounts, allowing them
to inflate their influence in the identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake protocol, thereby
creating enough voting tokens to conduct a successful majority attack. In the absence
of protocol-level limitations on the issuance of voting tokens, a malicious authority
would only be constrained by technical parameters (e.g. maximum block sizes that limit
how many transactions can be included per period). This limitation would provide no
substantial protection from Sybil attacks, making the system vulnerable to a takeover
within a short time.

timeDiscovery

Formation

Attack Mitigation

Figure 3: The anatomy of a thwarted Sybil attack on an identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake system. The
bottom bar symbolises a trustworthy constituency, the top bar a malicious one.
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Despite these blatant risks of a takeover, it can be assumed that an attack spans at
least several periods (blocks). Therefore, the following picture of an attack emerges:
A Sybil attack on an identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake system follows three stages
(cf. figure 3). A formation stage, in which the attacker has not started the attack, but
one or more trustworthy constituencies are established and develop. An attack stage,
starting with the undermining of an identity authority leading to the creation of malicious
authorities that begin issuing frivolous voting tokens. And finally, should the attack be
discovered by the wider network, a mitigation phase in which the wider network takes
action to remove the malicious authority. Some mitigation strategies for these attacks,
all revolving around limiting the growth of wealth of voting tokens originating from
a single malicious issuer, have been proposed [8]. These are further discussed in this
section. Their effectiveness will subsequently be evaluated in section 5.

3.2.1. Temporal Normalisation of Reputational Signals
When an untrustworthy authority joins the network, an attack conducted by them

will be characterised by a sudden influx of frivolous voting tokens. While an attenuation
function addresses this as part of the original protocol (cf. section 3.1), this affects only
the market value of voting tokens, and therefore the mechanics of Proof-of-Stake miner
selection, but not the reputational signals. This can lead to voting tokens of trustworthy
constituents rapidly losing market value. Temporal normalisation is a strategy that seeks
to mitigate these sudden changes. This strategy mandates that participant’s reputational
signals mature in value. Similar to market value normalisation, this strategy can apply
any function f ∶ ℕ → [0, 1), such as a sigmoid function, to the age of the participant.
The age of the participant is defined as the number of steps that have passed since they
have first received voting tokens. The result of this normalisation is then multiplied with
the nominal value of the voting tokens issued to provide a normalised signal strength
[0, 1].

3.2.2. Wealth Ceilings
Assuming an attacker conducts attacks that take the time-normalisation of voting

token market values into account, this safeguard alone cannot be effective. When a
large number of Sybil identities is created by one authority, this authority can, as a
result, issue a large number of voting tokens in very short time. Even when using
a defensive temporal normalisation function, their cumulative market value will be
significant. Similarly to the unmitigated protocol, this renders the efficacy of temporal
normalisation contingent solely on the pace at which accomplice accounts can be funded
by the attacking authorities. To preempt such attacks, a constituency wealth ceiling that
limits the total funds issuable by one authority, can be enforced. This could be a static
maximum number of voting tokens issuable by a single authority or a dynamic function
that limits the permissible growth of voting tokens depending on the age of the issuing
authority. Both can be implemented through ceiling functions f ∶ ℕ → ℕ, such as
f (a) = 100 ⋅ s in the case of a dynamic ceiling or f (a) = 10, 000 in the case of a static
ceiling, where a denotes the steps passed since an authority was first mentioned.
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3.2.3. Authority Pruning
Once authorities on the network receive increased rates of discouragement messages,

they are likely to pose a danger to the system’s stability. For this reason, a declining
identity authority should inevitably lose all influence over the network, even when the
voting tokens distributed by them still hold value in arithmetic terms. To enforce this, an
upper bound for the maximum number of discouragement messages can be introduced.
Once an authority reaches the threshold, the protocol would fully devaluate the voting
tokens provided by them.

4. Method

The research question is addressed through an agent-based approach. While approach-
ing it through mathematical proof might provide a more reliable answer, agent-based
modelling allows to frame Sybil attacks on IdAPoS as an emergent phenomenon, the
effects of which are not derivable from the inspection of the model parameters alone.
This allows for the relaxing of assumptions that may be difficult to accurately specify in
the context of mathematical analysis [47]. For this, a system model (cf. section 4.1) is
designed and implemented in the ‘Kotlin’ programming language. The system model
is executed stepwise with steps representing blocks. At the end of a step, a number of
proposed transactions are randomly sampled from the memory pool and applied to the
ledger atomically, similar to how transactions would be included in a block through
mining in an actual Blockchain system.

Environmental Values. Table 2 shows the environmental parameters of the system sim-
ulation along with the values assumed. Apart from the value for the block size c, that
roughly aligns with the average number of transactions per block on the Bitcoin Block-
chain, the environmental parameters are curated to provide an illustrative environment
for a simulation, meaning, they should provide underlying conditions in which mitigation
strategies are observable well. In extremis, i.e. where a feeble attacker (characterised
by low gm, me, mn, md) is met by a potent group of existing vigilant constituencies
(characterised by high gℎ, lf , pvig , pℎe, pℎo, pℎd), or vice versa, the simulation cannot
produce meaningful outputs. This stems from the very short attack phases scenarios
with such parameters suffer from that make it impossible to meaningfully analyse the
interplay between opposing actors.

In addition to the environmental parameters which, in a system operating in the wild,
would be dictated by the environment it operates in, several aspects of an IdAPoS system
are explicitly configurable as part of the protocol. Table 3 shows the parameters with
which the simulation can be configured, as well as the variations of candidate values
that are tested during simulation. Section 5 describes in more detail how combinations
of the configurable parameters influence the system’s resistance to Sybil attacks.

The outputs of the simulation, the ledger, are written to a log file2. The model avoids
randomness where possible. Where unavoidable, it uses seeded pseudorandom number
generators (PRNG) to make the results of the simulation deterministic and reproducible.

2The log files for the different mitigation strategies are published as supplementary dataset [48].
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Variable Description Value

lf The number of steps the formation phase in which honest con-
stituencies build up is comprised of

200

li The number of steps the attack remains undiscovered is com-
prised of

5

la The number of steps the mitigation phase in which the malicious
activity is discovered is comprised of

100

c The number of transactions a block holds 3000
pvig The probability with which an honest participant is created as a

‘vigilant’ participant, i.e. they discourage malicious authorities
2%

vig The number of malicious authorities a ‘vigilant’ participant
tries to discourage in a step

5

pℎe The probability with which an honest participant endorses a
new honest authority in a step

0.01%

pℎo The probability with which an honest participant endorses their
own authority in a step

2%

pℎd The probability with which an honest participant discourages
their own authority in a step

0.1%

gℎ The growth rate of an honest constituency (endorsement mes-
sages emitted/period)

2

gm The growth rate of a malicious constituency (endorsement mes-
sages emitted/period)

10

me The number of endorsement messages a malicious participant
emits in support of existing malicious authorities

5

mn The number of endorsement messages a malicious participant
emits in support of new malicious authorities

2

md The number of discouragement messages a malicious parti-
cipant emits towards existing honest authorities

3

Table 2: Environmental parameters of the system simulation
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Value Description Domain

at(r) The attenuation function that is applied to the sum of
reputational values (r)

f ∶ ℝ+ → [0, 1]

tn(a) The temporal normalisation function that dampens the
value of reputational signals depending on the age of
the emiter (a)

f ∶ ℕ → [0, 1)

wc(a) The wealth ceiling that is applied to the total issuable
amount of voting token as a function of the issuer’s age
(a)

f ∶ ℕ → ℕ

pr Whether authority pruning is applied B

Table 3: Configurable aspects of IdAPoS and their domains

PRNG are used where the model demands probabilistic selection, i.e. pvig , pℎe, pℎo and
pℎd as described in table 2, as well as random selection from the memory pool.

4.1. System Model
The simulation (cf. algorithm 2) is initialised with an empty ledger, an empty

memory pool and an empty set of participants. It follows the sequence of instructing
the agents to act (ACT), which results in those agents emitting transaction proposals to
the memory pool, and subsequently selecting a number of transaction proposals from
said pool randomly. The selected proposals are then committed to the ledger (MINE).
Any effects of the selected proposals on the constituency of the system, i.e. where new
participants or authorities are introduced, will be registered by the simulation. New
agents will be created accordingly and references to them will be stored within the set
of participants. Starting with the following iteration, these newly created agents will
participate in the simulation and will be called during the ACT phase of a step.

Within the simulation programme, assumptions are made regarding both the environ-
mental parameters and the strategies that the agents pursue. Strategies that agents adopt
are based on intuition and no work has been done to optimise strategies of either type
of agent. Despite this, the simulation–even where reasonable but suboptimal strategies
are employed–should allow for the effectiveness of countermeasures to be compared.
The system model is free of any strategic considerations and merely acts as a layer to
orchestrate agent actions. Furthermore, it provides data structures to hold all transactions
and, in the interest of optimisation, additional data structures that provide convenient
access to voting tokens holdings and reputational signals. These can be thought of as
caches.

Memory Pool. A Sybil attack on an identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake system is accom-
panied by an explosion in the number of transactions proposed. Common Blockchain
protocols, however, impose significant limits on the number of transactions included in
a block. Optimal block sizes in Proof-of-Work systems are severely limited [49]. This
limitation is imitated in the simulation by introducing the concept of a naïve memory
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm simulating an identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake system
Require: See table 2
i ← 0
L← ∅ ⊳ The ledger containing committed transactions
M ← ∅ ⊳ The memory pool containing uncommitted transactions
A ← ∅ ⊳ The agent instances in the simulation
M ← GenesisT x
MINE
repeat ⊳ Formation phase, attack phase, mitigation phase

ACT
MINE
i ← i + 1

until i ≥ lf + li + la
procedure MINE

txs ← RANDOMSAMPLE(c, M) ⊳ Picks c elements fromM randomly
for tx ∈ txs do

L← L ∪ tx
if tx is GenesisTransaction then

A ← A∪ HonestAuthority()
else if tx is IssuanceTransaction then

if tx.sender = honest then
A← A∪ HonestParticipant()

else
A← A∪MaliciousParticipant()

end if
else if tx is ReputationalTransaction then ⊳ Endorsement/discouragement

if tx.sender = honest then
A← A∪ HonestAuthority()

else
A← A∪MaliciousAuthority()

end if
end if

end for
M ← ∅

end procedure
procedure ACT

for a ∈ A do
M ←M∪ A.ACT

end for
end procedure

14



pool that stores proposed transactions locally until they are included in a valid block.
Since considerations of the economic properties of transaction mining are beyond the
scope of this paper, a simplified strategy for selecting transactions from this pool is
applied: In each step of the protocol, transactions, up to the ‘block size’ defined, are
chosen randomly from the set of uncommitted transactions.

4.2. Agents
To inform their actions, all agents have visibility of the current ledger (L). Through

this, they have knowledge of all participants, along with their voting tokens holdings,
and all authorities, along with the reputational signals received by them. They also
understand whether their co-actors are honest or malicious. Based on this information,
they execute a predefined strategy, encoded in their respective ACT methods, which
leads to a number of transaction proposals being emitted to the memory pool.

Honest Authorities. Honest authorities facilitate a steadily growing constituency by
following a strategy in which they issue a steady stream of voting tokens to new honest
participants up to the maximum number of messages configured (cf. algorithm 3).

Algorithm 3 The programme an agent representing a honest authority executes
Require: The current ledger L, the current memory pool M , and all configuration
parameters described in table 2
procedure ACT

i ← 0
repeat

M ←M∪ Issuance(HonestParticipant())
i ← i + 1

until i ≥ gℎ
end procedure

Malicious Authorities. Malicious authorities follow a strategy (cf. algorithm 4) in which
they issue voting tokens to new malicious participants up to the maximum number of
messages configured.

Algorithm 4 The programme an agent representing a malicious authority executes
Require: The current ledger L, the current memory pool M , and all configuration
parameters described in table 2
procedure ACT

i ← 0
repeat

M ←M∪ Issuance(MaliciousParticipant())
i ← i + 1

until i ≥ gm
end procedure
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A more complex strategy might provide benefits in a scenario where the malicious
nature of an actor is not easily discoverable and actors have to analyse the behaviour of
their co-actors to it. In such a scenario, malicious authorities might disguise as honest
ones and issue an artificially low number of tokens to avoid being discovered.

Honest Participants. Honest participants are mostly passive. Their strategy is defined
based on the assumption that they make use of an identity-augmented Proof-of-Stake
system for their individual purposes but are less concerned with participating in its
governance. Algorithm 5 shows how they infrequently endorse authorities, and, if they
are instantiated as ‘vigilant’ actors, how they discourage malicious authorities.

Algorithm 5 The programme an agent representing a honest participant executes
Require: The current ledger L, the current memory pool M , and all configuration
parameters described in table 2
procedure ACT

shouldEndorseNew ← GETBOOLEAN(Peℎ) ⊳ Returns True with P = Peℎ
shouldEndorseOwn ← GETBOOLEAN(Peo)
shouldDiscourageOwn ← GETBOOLEAN(Ped)
isVigilant ← GETBOOLEAN(Pvig)
if shouldEndorseNew then

M ←M∪ Endorsement(HonestAuthority())
end if
if shouldEndorseOwn then

M ←M∪ Endorsement(ownAuthority)
end if
if shouldDiscourageOwn then

M ←M∪ Discouragement(ownAuthority)
end if
if isVigilant then

MA← MALICIOUSAUTHORITIES(L)
targets← RANDOMSAMPLE(vig, MA)
for target ∈ targets do

M ←M∪ Discouragement(target)
end for

end if
end procedure

It is not specified how honest participants become aware of malicious activity on the
network. Conceivably, in an actual implementation of a protocol, they would become
aware through off-ledger communication. It is also not modelled here how an honest
participant would form an understanding of whether another actor on the network is
trustworthy or malicious. In an actual implementation of the protocol, where this
information would have to be derived from the ledger alone, identification of malicious
actors would be imprecise. Imitating this behaviour in the context of a simulation
requires deep game-theoretical consideration that goes beyond the scope of this paper.
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Malicious Participants. Malicious participants follow a strategy in which they emit
messages endorsing existing and new malicious authorities as well as discouraging
honest authorities (cf. algorithm 6). The number of messages emitted is defined in
environmental parameters.

Algorithm 6 The programme an agent representing a malicious participant executes
Require: The current ledger L, the current memory pool M , and all configuration
parameters described in table 2
procedure ACT

M ← GETMALICIOUSAUTHORITIES(L)
mas ← RANDOMSAMPLE(mn,M) ⊳ Picks c elements fromM randomly
for ma ∈ mas do

M ←M∪ Endorsement(ma)
end for
H ← GETHONESTAUTHORITIES(L)
ℎas ← RANDOMSAMPLE(md,H)
for ℎa ∈ ℎas do

M ←M∪ Discouragement(ha)
end for
i ← 0
repeat

M ←M∪ Endorsement(MaliciousAuthority())
i ← i + 1

until i ≥ mn
end procedure

This strategy is assumes that malicious agents do not communicate directly, an
assumption that could be relaxed in future work to produce a more aggressive attack
strategy. Conceivable improvements would entail selecting endorsing authorities with
high trustworthiness instead of picking the authorities to be endorsed randomly.

5. Results

A metric to evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation strategies is the sum of market
values of voting tokens (mv) that participants hold. This allows to compare the influence
that both honest and malicious participants have on the mining process. A system can
be considered overwhelmed at the latest once the sum of market values of voting tokens
held by malicious participants exceeds that of voting tokens held by honest participants
(i.e., the total value held by malicious participants exceeds 1∕2). While this limit can be
considered to be optimistic under the assumption that common proof-of-stake protocols
require 2∕3 of the network to be in agreement in order for it to to remain deadlock-free [34],
1∕2 can serve as a firm upper bound. The values are evaluated per protocol step (s),
i.e. after selecting and, subsequently, applying transaction proposals selected from the
memory pool.
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Strategy at(r) tn(a) wc(a) pr ps po Δ

i 2
1+e−0.1r − 1 - - no 200 203 3

2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - - no 200 204 4

2
1+e−0.001r − 1 - - no 200 204 4

2
1+e−0.0001r − 1 - - no 200 204 4

2
1+e−0.00001r − 1 - - no 200 204 4

2arctan(0.1r)
� - - no 200 204 4

2arctan(0.01r)
� - - no 200 204 4

2arctan(0.001r)
� - - no 200 204 4

2arctan(0.0001r)
� - - no 200 204 4

2arctan(0.00001r)
� - - no 200 204 4

ii 2
1+e−0.01r − 1

2
1+e−0.1a − 1 - no 200 210 10

2
1+e−0.01r − 1

2
1+e−0.01a − 1 - no 200 217 17

2
1+e−0.01r − 1

2
1+e−0.001a − 1 - no 200 218 18

2
1+e−0.01r − 1

2
1+e−0.0001a − 1 - no 200 221 21

2
1+e−0.01r − 1

2
1+e−0.00001a − 1 - no 200 217 17

iii 2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 10 no 200 202 2

2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 100 no 200 203 3

2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 1000 no 200 204 4

2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 10000 no 200 204 4

2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 100000 no 200 204 4

iv 2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - a no 200 207 7

2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 2a no 200 206 6

2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 4a no 200 205 5

2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 8a no 200 204 4
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2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 16a no 200 204 4

v 2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - - yes 200 204 4

vi 2
1+e−0.01r − 1 - 4a yes 200 205 5

vii 2
1+e−0.01r − 1

2
1+e−0.001a − 1 4a no 200 218 18

viii 2
1+e−0.01r − 1

2
1+e−0.001a − 1 - yes 200 219 19

ix 2
1+e−0.01r − 1

2
1+e−0.001a − 1 4a yes 200 223 23

Table 4: Comparison of mitigation strategies using temporal normalisation
functions (tn(a)), wealth ceiling functions (wc(a)), authority pruning (pr)
and various attenuation functions (at(r)). The table shows when the attack
started (ps), when the system was overwhelmed (po) and the number of
periods in between (Δ).

Table 4 shows how the different mitigation strategies, described in more detail later,
influence the takeover time of an IdAPoS-based system. An ‘unmitigated’ simulation
run serves as the baseline to compare strategies against. This is the result of IdAPoS
consensus as formalised in algorithm 1 being executed.

5.1. Unmitigated Protocol
The visualisation of the sum of market values of voting tokens provided in figure 4

shows that, once the attack commences, the market value of honest participants’ voting
tokens declines steeply while the value of voting tokens held by malicious actors appears
to grow linearly.

200 205 220

50

100

s = 204

s

mv

Unmitigated Protocol

Honest constituencies (arctan)
Malicious constituencies (arctan)
Honest constituencies (e)
Malicious constituencies (e)

Figure 4: After 204 periods (s) the market value (mv) of tokens held by malicious authorities exceeds that
held by honest ones.

When no mitigation strategies are applied, the system can be taken over within a
brief period prior to the attack being discovered (cf. table 2). This confirms the intuitive
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assumption made earlier (cf. section 3.2) that IdAPoS is highly vulnerable to Sybil
attacks if no mitigation strategies are applied.

5.2. Temporal Normalisation of Reputational Signals
To evaluate the temporal normalisation strategy, the effect of a temporal normalisa-

tion function f (r) = 2
1+e−d⋅r −1 with varying growth rates d is simulated. Table 4 shows

that d = 0.0001 yielded the best results. Here, t represents the age of the holder which
is defined as the number of periods between the holder receiving the first endorsement
message and the current step. This modifier is subsequently applied to all reputational
signals emitted by the holder.

200 205 220

1

2

s = 221

s

mv

Temporal Normalisation

Honest constituencies
Malicious constituencies

Figure 5: When applying temporal normalisation with the temporal normalisation function f (r) = 2
1+e−0.0001r −

1 only after 221 periods (s) the market value (mv) of tokens held by malicious authorities exceeds that held by
honest ones.

The diminishing effect this has on the sum of market values of voting tokens held by
honest participant is evident from the plot shown in figure 5. In the context of temporal
normalisation, the attenuation function used is of particular importance. When using
a logistic function f (x) = 1

1+e−k(x−x0)
as attenuation function, as in the experiment, the

logistic growth rate influences the point of overwhelming the system. A steeper curve
will lead to a system being overwhelmed more quickly, while a flatter curve will push out
the time at which the system is overwhelmed. In the extreme case (k = 0) will never be
overwhelmed but new constituencies will not be able to join the system. Consequently,
where k = ∞, temporal normalisation will have no effect.

5.3. Wealth Ceilings
Wealth ceilings define the maximum number of voting tokens an issuer can bring

into circulation up to a certain age t. Here, t is defined as the number of steps passed
between the authority receiving their first endorsement message and the current step.
Ten experiments are executed with different modalities of wealth ceilings: First, static
wealth ceilings are applied, second dynamic wealth ceilings. Figure 6 shows how the
choice of wealth ceiling parameters influences takeover time. While the most severely
limiting constant function tested (wc(a) = 10) has a negative effect on takeover time,
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likely to due the capping of the growth of the trustworthy authority in the formation
phase, dynamic wealth ceilings, particularly those that map directly to the constituency
size (i.e. wc(a) = a), have a small positive effect.

200 205 220

150

300

s = 204

s = 207

s

mv

Wealth Ceiling

Honest constituencies (static)
Malicious constituencies (static)
Honest constituencies (dynamic)
Malicious constituencies (dynamic)

Figure 6: The simulation of static and dynamic wealth ceiling strategies shows that static strategies are less
effective, with wc(a) = 10 leading to the system being overwhelmed after only 204 periods (s) when the
market value (mv) of tokens held by malicious authorities exceeds that held by honest ones. Dynamic strategies
(e.g. wc(a) = a) lead to minor improvements in system stability.

5.4. Authority Pruning
A threshold is reached where discouragement messages an authority has received

exceed the number of endorsement messages an authority has received. During each
step, it can be calculated whether this threshold has been reached per authority. Should
an authority cross it, it will be removed from the pool of actors. Figure 7 shows how
this strategy in its current form has no effect on takeover time. This is likely because
trustworthy authorities have already received large numbers of endorsement messages
before the start of the attack.

200 205 220

200

400

s = 204

s

mv

Authority Pruning

Honest constituencies
Malicious constituencies

Figure 7: Authority pruning does not provide a measurable improvement over the unmitigated protocol: similar
to the this, the market value (mv) of tokens held by malicious authorities exceeds that held by honest ones
after only 204 periods (s).
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5.5. Combining Strategies
The strategies previously presented in isolation are not mutually exclusive. Therefore,

‘super strategies’ can be devised. To create those, representative configurations of
strategies previously tested are combined. Figure 8 shows how super strategies improve
the performance of the underlying individual strategies.

200 205 220

150

300

s = 205

s

mv

Wealth Ceiling and Authority Pruning

Honest constituencies
Malicious constituencies

200 205 220

15

30

s = 218
s = 219

s = 223

s

mv

Super Strategies

Honest constituencies (T+W)
Malicious constituencies (T+W)
Honest constituencies (T+A)
Malicious constituencies (T+A)
Honest constituencies (T+A+W)
Malicious constituencies (T+A+W)

Figure 8: Combining the individual mitigation strategies of temporal normalisation (T ), wealth ceilings (W )
and authority pruning (A) creates super strategies that can prolong the time (s) it takes until the market value
(mv) of tokens held by malicious authorities exceeds that held by honest ones.

The most performant super strategy simulated is the ‘TAW’ (temporal normalisation,
authority pruning, wealth ceiling) strategy. Here, a logistic attenuation function (at(r) =

2
1+e−0.01r −1) is used in combination with temporal normalisation (tn(a) = 2

1+e−0.001a −1),
authority pruning, and a dynamic wealth ceiling (wc(a) = 4a).

5.6. Memory Pool Oversaturation
Simulation reveals that the number of messages submitted to an identity-augmented

Proof-of-Stake system under attack is very large. This is due to malicious participants
aggressively endorsing accomplices. As discussed before (cf. section 4.1), the simulation
imitates common Blockchain protocols by severely limiting the maximum number of
transactions included in a block.

As shown in figure 9, this leads to the vast majority of transactions proposed to
the memory pool being discarded in the later phases of an attack. The probability of a
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200 205 220

1

s

P

Figure 9: The probability P of a message submitted into the naïve memory pool being mined decreases steeply
after an attack commences in step s = 200.

proposed transaction being executed in a block is still 100% in step 200 when the attack
commences, but drops to under 1% by step 227. While economic strategies for miners
that lead to including some transactions while excluding others have been researched in
the context of cryptocurrencies [50, 51], the simplistic random selection method applied
to the naïve memory pool does not consider these. Transactions that are not selected by
the end of the simulation are discarded.

6. Conclusion

Permissionless blockchain technology, by virtue of being trustless and therefore not
relying on central authorities, is an appropriate building block to enable self-governance
of systems, small and large. Yet, established consensus protocols for such systems do not
exist, and common protocols, albeit popular, can be considered inherently undemocratic.
IdAPoS targets this shortcoming, but is highly susceptible to Sybil attacks. In this
paper we apply agent-based simulation to show that mitigation strategies exist that can
effectively prolong the time it takes for an attacker to take over an identity-augmented
Proof-of-Stake system. Temporal normalisation, a technique through which established
participants are given more weight, proved to be the most effective individual mitigation
strategy simulated. Individual strategies were outperformed by ‘TAW’, a super strategy
that combines temporal normalisation with authority pruning, a strategy that removes
authorities that have received predominantly negative feedback, and wealth ceilings
that limit the total number of identities a single authority can control. Using this super
strategy, the system was able to withstand an attack for significantly longer (23 periods
instead of 4 periods in the unmitigated protocol). The findings of this study may be
considered a further validation of the viability of identity-based consensus protocols, a
research area highly relevant in an increasingly more digitalised and fragmented world.

Future Work. Given the findings around memory pool oversaturation, future research
should consider the effects of mining mechanics more carefully, by including them
in a more holistic model. Furthermore, future research should further develop and
confirm these initial findings by increasing the robustness of the model by optimising
the attack strategies employed by malicious actors. Similarly, future work should find
a systematic approach to determining optimal parameters for system properties and
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mitigation strategies, specifically for the attenuation function used in temporal normal-
isation. Finally, rigorously formalising the problem in the form of a statistical model or
through differential equations would provide a stronger basis for an argument in support
of IdAPoS’ viability.
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